
NAME
E:Mail address

TEAM NAME

Please fill in the players below dependant on the formation you select: either 4-3-3, 4-4-2, 3-5-2, 3-4-3, 5-3-2 or 4-5-1

Code Player Team Value
Gk

< must not exceed £50m

Rules

TEAM SELECTION MAY BE ANY OF THE FOLLOWING FORMATIONS:-

4-3-3 4-4-2 3-5-2 4-5-1
1 x Goalkeeper 1 x Goalkeeper 1 x Goalkeeper 1 x Goalkeeper
4 x Defenders 4 x Defenders 3 x Defenders 4 x Defenders
3 x Midfielders 4 x Midfielders 5 x Midfielders 5 x Midfielders
3 x Forwards 2 x Forwards 2 x Forwards 1 x Forward

3-4-3 5-3-2
1 x Goalkeeper 1 x Goalkeeper
3 x Defenders 5 x Defenders
4 x Midfielders 3 x Midfielders
3 x Forwards 2 x Forwards

Points are awarded for the following :-

Player appearance in starting XI +2
Player coming on as a substitute +1
Goal scored +5
Key contribution to a goal (playing a significant part in setting up a goal) +3
Sent off -3
Yellow card (2 yellow cards leading to a red card will count -3). -1
Own Goal -3
Penalty Miss -2

For defenders and goalkeepers only:
Full Match
Clean sheet - player plays 60 mins or more +5
Concede 1 goal (excludes penalty shoot outs) 0
Each additional goal conceded (excludes penalty shoot outs) -1
Part Match
Clean sheet - player plays less than 60 mins +2
Concede 1 goal (excludes penalty shoot outs) 0
Each additional goal conceded (excludes penalty shoot outs) -1

For goalkeepers only:
Penalty Save +5

Points will not be awarded for penalty shoot-outs. N/A

Cost of entry is £40 to be given in with team entry form, or ASAP.
The payouts this year will be decided once all the entries are in.

There will also be a monthly payout for the highest cumulative score each month on set dates (again amounts dependant upon entries).

This year I will run the Cup competition to be based on the actual FA Cup games, 
I will draw out pairings each round on a knockout basis and payouts wil be for runner-up and winner. (again amounts dependant on 
entries)

Again, this year dependant on entries will be a one off payment at the end of the year for the team with the highest goals scored.

If we get enough entries and prize money available I will also look to run extra prize winnings for things like Best Scoring Week and Best Starting XI.

All matches played in the FA Premier League season 2017/18 and the FA Cup 2017/18
competition will count from Friday 11th August 2017 until and including the final matches in the 
FA Premier League and FA Cup 2017/18 competitions. Abandoned matches will not count. The 
TFF 'week' will run from Tuesday to Monday and will include any games played on a Monday night. 

Key contributions to goals will be awarded at the sole discretion of the judging panel appointed by 
The Telegraph. Points for key contributions will not necessarily be awarded for all goals scored 
(e.g. own goals) and in some cases the judges may award points to two players for one goal if they 
consider both to have made a key contribution. A key contribution will not necessarily be awarded 
to the last player to touch the ball before the goal scorer. The judge's decision shall be final and 
The Telegraph will not enter into any correspondence regarding points deducted or allocated to players.

TRANSFERS

Managers may alter their team during the course of the season by effecting transfers, which may
be actioned by e:mail (paul.seddon7@outlook.com). Each manager is allowed 
a total of 10 transfers and these may be used at any time during the season, the 10 transfers may be used for 
any of the four positions (goalkeeper, defender, midfielder and striker) as many times as you like. With all
transfers, managers must ensure that their squad continues to meet the selection criteria of £50million and 
under and also kept within the 6 possible formations listed above. Once submitted, transfer requests cannot be altered. 
All transfer requests must state from which date the new players become eligible for scoring.

Please note that this listing is not the final one for picking your starting XI, any new players that have been bought
between now and the start of the season, will become available for you to select via the following website:-

http://fantasyfootball.telegraph.co.uk/premierleague/select-team

ALL FORMS TO BE IN BY THURSDAY 10th AUGUST 2017.

Please either email your teams to me at either:-

paul.seddon7@outlook.com
or message me on my phone:-
07968067502

Fantasy Football 2017/18


